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Interval Methods and Condition
Numbers of Linear Algebraic Systems
Søren Christiansen
The sensitivity of linear systems is often expressed in terms of condition numbers, e.g., the ordinary, the effective, or the local condition number, all of which
are computed via singular value decomposition. We express the sensitivity of
linear systems by using interval methods, and by means of experiments using
three particularly suitable systems we indicate which condition numbers are
relevant for creating a relation to the sensitivity using interval methods.

Интервальные методы и числа
обусловленности линейных
алгебраических систем
С. Христиансен
Чувствительность линейных систем часто выражается в терминах чисел
обусловленности, в частности, обыкновенных, эффективных и локальных
чисел обусловленности, для получения которых применяется сингулярное разложение матрицы. Мы даем выражение для чувствительности линейной системы интервальными методами и посредством экспериментов
с тремя специально подобранными системами показываем, какие из чисел обусловленности более подходят для соотношений чувствительности,
использующих интервальную технику.

c S. Christiansen, 1994
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Introduction

When interval methods are used to treat systems of linear algebraic equations, a fundamental feature is that the solution obtained really reflects the
sensitivity of the system with respect to perturbations of the given data—
both the matrix and the right-hand side. This sensitivity can also be expressed in terms of various condition numbers of the system. The purpose of
the present note is to point out some connections between the two subjects.
It is done by experiments with three particularly suitable systems.
Condition numbers can be expressed via the Singular Value Decomposition (Section 2), and analogous quantities are mimicked by means of Interval
Methods (Section 3). For three particularly suitable systems (Section 4) actual numerical experiments are carried out (Section 5) leading to some conclusions (Section 6) as to the connection between the sensitivity determined
by interval methods and the condition numbers.

2

Condition numbers and sensitivity

For a system of linear algebraic equations
Ax = b

(2–1)

where A is an n × n-matrix, while x and b are n-vectors, condition numbers can be expressed via the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [1, Section 2.5], which gives
n
X
A=
σj uj v Tj
(2–2)
j=1

where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σn ≥ 0 are the singular values of A, from which is
obtained
! 12
n
n
X
X
b =
βj uj , βj = uTj b,
kbk =
βj2 , (2–3a,b,c)

x =

j=1

j=1

n
X

n
X

j=1

ξj v j ,

ξj = βj /σj ,

kxk =

j=1

! 21
ξj2

.

(2–4a,b,c)
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Here and subsequently the 2-norm of vectors, the spectral norm, is indicated
by k•k, while the subordinate 2-norm of matrices will be indicated by k•k.
When A or b are perturbed by δA or δb, the solution x is perturbed by
δx, where
(A + δA)(x + δx) = b,
A(x + δx) = b + δb.

(2–5a)
(2–5b)

The corresponding sensitivity (for the solution x) can be expressed in terms
of condition numbers
kδAk
kδxk ∼
< κA
,
(2–6a)
kxk
kAk
kδbk
kδxk ∼
< κb
.
(2–6b)
kxk
kbk
In the literature several expressions are given for condition numbers; here
three are expressed in terms of quantities from the SVD:
(i) The ordinary condition number [1, p. 80]:
κord = κord (A) =

σ1
.
σn

(2–7a)

(ii) The effective condition number [2, p. 965]:
κeff = κeff (A, b) =

kbk
σk
min 2
1 .
2
σn k (βk + βk+1
+ · · · + βn2 ) 2

(2-7b)

(iii) The local condition number [3, p. 936] (or natural condition number
[4, p. 164]):
kbk 1
.
(2-7c)
κloc = κloc (A, b) =
σn kxk
The condition numbers (2–7) (which do not all fit exactly into (2–6),
because (2–6) only expresses some principal relations) can be used as follows
in (2–6).
In (2–6a), viz. for perturbations on A: (i) is applicable [5, p. 271], (ii) is
applicable for very restricted types of δA [2, p. 967], (iii) does not seem
applicable.
In (2–6b), viz. for perturbations on b: (i) is applicable [5, p. 271], (ii) is
applicable [2, p. 965], (iii) is applicable [4, p. 164].
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Interval methods and sensitivity

The two expressions (2–6), involving the condition numbers, lead us to consider the two quantities
kA :=

kδxk/kxk
,
kδAk/kAk

(3–1a)

kb :=

kδxk/kxk
.
kδbk/kbk

(3–1b)

For A and b given, it is possible to compute the two quantities (3–1) by
choosing δA and δb, respectively. It is further possible to carry out “many”
such computations, and thereby trying to determine approximations to the
maximal values of the scalar quantities (3–1). But instead of performing
“many” experiments using point values, it is the purpose here to use interval
methods and to carry out one or two calculations, which shall replace the
“many” experiments. The question arises: when (3–1) are computed using
interval methods, do we then obtain numbers which resembles the condition
numbers obtained by SVD ?
We will in the computation of the quantities (3–1) replace the perturbations δA and δb by intervals. We indicate intervals by square brackets [ ],
and let [I] := [−∆, +∆] be a (symmetric) scalar interval with midpoint zero
and radius ∆. The perturbations on A and b are chosen as follows: On A is
applied one perturbation interval matrix
[δA] := [I]A

(3–2)

which is obtained by multiplying all the point elements of A by [I], giving
a relative perturbation. On b is applied two perturbation interval vectors
[δb] := [I]{11 . . . 1}T ,
[δb] := [I]b

(3–3a)
(3–3b)

where in (3–3a) all the elements are equal to [I], giving an absolute perturbation, while in (3–3b) all the point elements of b are multiplied by [I],
giving a relative perturbation. For A it is necessary to introduce a relative
perturbation in (3–2) in order to avoid the computation of kAk = σ1 via
SVD for use in (3–7). For b there is the freedom to choose between absolute
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and relative perturbation, because kbk is easily determined in (3–8),
 but the
relative perturbation leads to the simplest expression in (3–10).
Instead of considering (2–1), the following interval systems are formed,
with [δA] and [δb] from (3–2) and (3–3), while [A] and [b] indicates the
closest possible intervals enclosing A and b,
([A] + [δA])[x] = [b]

(3–4)

A[x] = [b] + [δb],
[A][x] = [b] + [δb]

(3–5a)
(3–5b)

and

with the solution interval vector [x]. From [x] two point vectors are determined

x̌ := sup([x]) + inf([x]) /2,
(3–6a)

δx̂ := sup([x]) − inf([x]) /2
(3–6b)
which play the role of x and δx, respectively, in (3–1), where the corresponding vector 2-norms are used.
Having determined the numerators of (3–1) there remains a problem in
the denominators, namely how to choose suitable replacements for kδAk
and kδbk in terms of the interval matrix [δA] and the interval vector [δb],
because [δA] and [δb] encompass the zero point matrix and the zero point
vector, respectively, which have the norm zero. Therefore one may consider
k[δA]k = 0 and k[δb]k = 0 as possibilities, which, when used in (3–1) instead
of kδAk and kδbk , will lead to useless results. But if we pick out the single
value ∆ from the interval [I], we do not have to consider interval values,
and we thereby get for the norm of the perturbation δA, cf. (3–2),
kδAk = k∆Ak = ∆kAk

(3–7)

and for the norm of the two perturbations δb, cf. (3–3),
kδbk = k∆k,
kδbk = k∆bk = ∆kbk

(3–8a)
(3–8b)

where ∆ = {∆∆ . . . ∆}T . The values (3–7) and (3–8) are used in (3–1).
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Therefore, instead of kA and kb in (3–1), we are now led to consider the
two quantities
kδx̂k/kx̌k
,
 ∆
kδx̂k/kx̌k


,

k∆k/kbk
:=


 kδx̂k/kx̌k
∆

KA :=

Kb

(3–9)
(3–10a)
(3–10b)

where all the norms are 2-norms of point vectors introduced above, and
derived from results of interval calculations.
The quantities KA and Kb are assumed to represent intrinsic properties
of the linear system, viz., the sensitivity of the solution to (small) perturbations on A or b, respectively. They are defined as ideal quantities derived
from an ideal interval solution vector [x]. But in practice the quantities
are obtained by actual computations, and it is therefore unavoidable that
they also contain a certain contribution, which originates from the actual
numerical method of the actual system for performing the interval computations. It is therefore necessary to know how much of the quantities KA
and Kb is due to computational error before final conclusions can be drawn.
In order to estimate the magnitude of this unavoidable contribution, the
interval solution method in question is applied to linear systems of the form,
cf. (3–5),
A[x] = [b],
[A][x] = [b]

(3–11a)
(3–11b)

with either a point matrix A or an interval matrix [A] (which is the closest
possible interval enclosing A) and an interval right hand side [b] (which is the
closest possible interval enclosing b). These systems are solved by means of
the interval system in question, which gives the computed interval solution
vector [x], from which is again determined x̌ and δx̂, cf. (3–6), and the ratio
U := kδx̂k/kx̌k.

(3–12)

This ratio, which resembles the quantities KA and Kb , cf. (3–9) and (3–10),
should tell about the intrinsic uncertainty of the interval solution method,
because no extra external uncertainty is introduced into the linear system.
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Systems of equations

The quantities KA , Kb , and U are to be compared with the condition numbers κord , κeff , and κloc . This is done by experiments with three particularly
suitable systems, each one having a matrix which depends strongly on a real
parameter; the matrices are introduced below (Subsection 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).
The condition number κord is determined solely from the matrix A; contrary
to this the condition numbers κeff and κloc also depend on the actual righthand side b. We therefore have to introduce some right-hand side vectors,
and the following turns out to be of interest:
bα = {1 . . . 1}T ,
bβ = {+1 −1 +1 . . . −1}T ,
1
1
bγ = {0 . . . 0 1 . . . 1 }T .
2
2

(4–1a)
(4–1b)
(4–1c)

The vector bγ is only used when n is even in which case the number of zero’s
and the number of one’s are equal.
The right-hand sides (4–1) and the three matrices given below, (4–2), (4–
5), and (4–8), are all easy to construct. The matrices all depend strongly on
a real parameter d, i.e., A = A(d), and it turns out that they have interesting
features concerning how the various condition numbers depend on d and n,
for various right-hand sides; the matrices may all become bad-conditioned
by a suitable choice of d. Thus it is possible to draw conclusions based on a
qualitative behaviour of the varions condition numbers, as functions of d or
n, in order to find which condition numbers are of relevance. A quantitative
comparison of condition numbers for fixed values of d and n will not be
informative; it may even lead to careless conclusions.

4.1

Matrix I

The matrix stems from a numerical solution of a linear boundary integral
equation of the first kind with logarithmic kernel, where the boundary is
a smooth, closed curve. Several physical problems can be formulated in
terms of such equations as mentioned in [6]. When the curve is described
parametrically as z = z(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, where z is a complex variable, and
when the points zj = z(tj ), with zj0 = z 0 (tj ), tj = j/n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, are
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picked out, the elements of the matrix A are

(
ajk =

− n2 ln |zj − zk |;

j 6= k

− n2 ln

j=k

zj0
2πn

;

)
.

(4–2)

The formula (4–2) is given in [7], and is derived from [8] and also [6]. As
boundary curve is here used an ellipse with semiaxes a and b, with the
axis-ratio ε = b/a, while d = (a + b)/2, d > 0, gives the size of the ellipse

z(t) =


2d
cos(2πt) + iε sin(2πt) ;
1+ε

0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

(4–3)

The matrix (4–2) is seen to be real and symmetric. If the matrix is derived
from the curve (4–3) with ε = 1 it is furthermore circulant, and has the
eigenvalues [7]

λk = −2 ln(d); k = 0,
1
2 ln(2)
< λk ≤
; k 6= 0,
|k|
|k|

(4–4a)
−

n
n
<k≤ .
2
2

(4–4b)

It turns out that A is singular for d very near 1, and that it tends to be
singular for d → 0 or d → ∞. For ε = 1 we see from (4–4) that the matrix
A is singular for d = 1, exactly. Just by choosing d suitably it is possible to
get a matrix as bad conditioned as wanted, in that κord will tend to infinity
for d → 0, d → 1, or d → ∞. For this matrix and with the right-hand sides
(4–1) interesting results are available from a detailed investigation [7]: In
many cases κeff and κloc are identical, but it is possible to device such a b
that κeff and κloc are distinct, both as functions of d and also as functions
1
of n. In particular for b = bγ , κeff = O(n), κloc = O(n 2 ) (this result is
due to Professor Jukka Saranen, Oulu, Finland). It is thereby possible to
distinguish between these two condition numbers in a qualitative manner.
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4.2

Matrix II

From [9; p. 10] we are led to derive

1 d
 εd 1

 0 εd
A=
 · 0

 · ·
· ·

the tridiagonal, non-symmetric matrix

0 · · ·
d 0 · ·

1 d 0 ·

(4–5)
εd 1 d 0 

· · · ·
· 0 εd 1 n×n

where d and ε are real; for ε = 1 the matrix is symmetric. The matrix has
the eigenvalues
√
kπ
λk = 1 + 2d ε cos
;
n+1

k = 1, 2, . . . , n

(4–6)

which result for ε = 1 coincides with [9; p. 10]. A special case of the matrix,
viz. ε = 1 and d = −1/2, appears when desribing small movements of
identical particles placed equidistantly on an eleatic string.
From (4–6) we see:
• For ε ≤ 0 : λk 6= 0 for all d and k, and A is non-singular, but may
become ill-conditioned for n → ∞.
• For ε ≥ 0:
√
(1) When 0 ≤ |d| < d˜ := 1/(2 ε): λk 6= 0 for k, and A is nonsingular, but may become ill-conditioned for n → ∞, but κord
will behave smoothly for n → ∞.
(2) When ε = 1 (and 0 ≤ |d| < 1/2):
κord = max |λk |/ min |λk | → (1 + 2|d|)/(1 − 2kdk) for n → ∞.
k

k

(4–7)
(3) When d˜ < |d|: λk = 0 for n or n−1 values of d, opposite in pairs,
so that A is singular for these values of d; for n → ∞ (and a fixed
value of d) κord will behave non-smoothy because the matrix will
become (nearly) singular for various values of n.
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Matrix III

From [9; p. 77, Example
symmetric matrix

−1
 εd

 1

 0
A=
 ...





4.20] we are led to derive the pentadiagonal, nond 1 0 ...
0 d 1 0 ...
εd 0 d 1 0 . . .
1 εd 0 d 1 0 . . .
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
. . . 0 1 εd 0 d 1
. . . 0 1 εd 0 d
. . . 0 1 εd −1














(4–8)

n×n

where d and ε are real; for ε = 1 the matrix is symmetric and has the
eigenvalues [9; p. 77, Example 4.20]


kπ
2 kπ
− 1 − d cos
; k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
(4–9)
λk = 2 2 cos
n+1
n+1
From (4–9) we see that λk = 0 for n or n − 1 values of d, opposite in
pairs, so that A is singular for these values of d; for n → ∞ (for a fixed
value of d) κord will behave non-smoothly because the matrix will become
(nearly) singular for various values of n.

5

Numerical experiments

We will try to draw some conclusions from experiments which we shall carry
out with the systems of linear algebraic equations introduced in Section 4,
namely by combining the three different sets of matrices, (4–2), (4–5), and
(4–8), with the three different right-hand sides, (4–1). On the one hand
we compute the three condition numbers, κord , κeff , and κloc , (2–7), via
a singular value decomposition (SVD) by means of point value methods
applied to the system (2–1). On the other hand we apply interval value
methods to the systems (3–4), (3–5), or (3–11), with the perturbations (3–
7) or (3–8), with ∆ = 10−6 , in order to obtain KA , (3–9), Kb , (3–10), and
U , (3–12). The experiments, which are all carried out with point value
methods and interval value methods in pairs, are described in the following
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three subsections, which correspond to the three subsections of Section 4 for
the three sets of matrices.

5.1

Experiments with matrix I

We here use an IBM 3090 mainframe to treat the system with the matrix
(4–2) and (4–3) (where we use ε = 1 for simplicity), and the right-hand
sides (4–1). For the point value computations we here use FORTRAN [10],
double precision, and find the SVD by means of [11]; for the interval value
computations we here use the language ACRITH–XSC [12, 13] , double
precision (which is convenient and seemingly accurate, but unfortunately
only available on some IBM mainframes). For the perturbation δb we here
use the absolute one (3–3a) which leads to the quantity Kb in the less simple
form (3–10a). Because ACRITH–XSC can solve linear algebraic equations
with point value matrix (and interval value right-hand side) we solve the
equations as follows: Equation (3–4), for the determination of KA , using
DILIN0 [13, p. C–10] for interval value matrices; equations (3–5a) and (3–
11a), for the determination of Kb and U , respectively, using DLIN0 [13,
p. C–9] for point value matrices. From the various interval value solutions
the three ratios (3–9), (3–10a), and (3–12) are computed using [14]. Below
we give some examples where the various computed quantities are shown
graphically as function of d or n, using the convenient and flexible plotting
system AMFPLOT [15]. The choice of the parameters used is guided by the
results of the investigation [7] presented in Section 4.1.
Example I–1. With b = bγ , (4–1c), and n fixed, we have [7] for d → 1
that κord → ∞ while κeff = O(1) and κloc = O(1). With n = 12 the
quantities κord , κeff , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions of d for
0 < d ≤ 2.0 and shown in Figure I–1. We notice that KA resembles κord ,
while Kb resembles κeff or κloc , but that it is not possible to decide clearly
between κeff or κloc . In the next Example an experiment is carried out,
which makes it possible to decide.
Example I–2. With b = bγ , (4–1c), and d > 1 fixed, we have [3] for n → ∞
1
that κord = O(n) and κeff = O(n) while κloc = O(n 2 ). With d = 2.0 the
quantities κord , κeff , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions of n for
4 ≤ n ≤ 40 and shown in Figure I–2. We notice that KA resembles κord (as
seen in Example I–1), while Kb resembles κloc and not κeff .
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Figure I–1: See Example I–1. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κeff (· · · ·), κloc (− − −);
), Kb (− − −).
right picture: KA (

Figure I–2: See Example I–2. As functions of n are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κeff (· · · ·), κloc (− − −);
right picture: KA (
), Kb (− − −).
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Example I–3. With b = bα , (4–1a), and n fixed, we have [7] that κeff = κloc
and for d → 1 that κord → ∞ while κeff = κloc → 1. With n = 12 the
quantities κord , κeff , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions of d for
0 < d ≤ 2.0 and shown in Figure I–3. We notice that KA resembles κord (as
seen in Example I–2), while Kb resembles κeff = κloc .

Figure I–3: See Example I–3. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κeff and κloc (coinciding) (− · −);
right picture: KA (
), Kb (− − −).
Example I–4. With b = bα , (4–1a), and n fixed, we have [7] that κeff = κloc
and for d → 1 that κord → ∞ and κeff = κloc → ∞. With n = 12 the
quantities κord , κeff , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions of d for
0 < d ≤ 2.0 and shown in Figure I–4. We notice that KA resembles κord ,
while Kb resembles κeff = κloc .
Example I–5. With b = bα , (4–1a), and n fixed,
we have [7] that κeff = κloc

and from (4–4a) that x = − 1/ 2 ln(d)
{1 1 . . . 1}T . With n = 12
the quantities κord , κeff , κloc , and U are computed as functions of d for
0 < d ≤ 2.0 and shown in Figure I–5. We notice that U is extremely
small (≈ 10−16 ). It may seem as if U behave erratic, but that a closer look
reveals that U is proportional to κeff = κloc , but the proportionality factor
turns out to depend on d. This is because kδx̂k is piecewise constant near
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Figure I–4: See Example I–4. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κeff and κloc (coinciding) (− · −);
), Kb (− − −).
right picture: KA (

Figure I–5: See Example I–5. As functions of d are shown:
), κeff and κloc (coinciding) (− · −);
left picture: κord (
right picture: U (− − −).
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d = 1, while 1/kx̌k and also κeff = κloc are proportional to ln(d). Therefore
U and κloc are not unrelated, when the calculations are carried out using
ACRITH–XSC and DLIN0 for point value matrices.

5.2

Experiments with matrix II

We here use an HP 9000 715/75 workstation to treat the system with the matrix (4–5) and the right-hand sides (4–1). For the point value computations
we here use the (very convenient) system MATLAB [16, 17], where also the
SVD is found; for the interval value computations we here use the language
PROFIL [18] (which contains several convenient built-in functions). For the
perturbation δb we here use the relative one (3–3b) which leads to the quantity Kb in the simple form (3–10b). For the determination of KA , Kb , and U
we solve the equations (3–4), (3–5b), and (3–11b), respectively, using ILSS
[18, p. 25] for interval value matrices. From the various interval value solutions the three ratios (3–9), (3–10b), and (3–12) are easily computed using
the built in functions [18]. Below we give some examples where the various
computed quantities are shown graphically as function of d or n, using the
plotting system of MATLAB [16, 17]. The choice of the parameters used is
guided by the results of an investigation presented in Section 4.2.
Example II–1. For a symmetric matrix, i.e., ε = 1, we have κord → ∞
for n or n − 1 values of d with |d| > 1/2, and we therefore choose a small
value of n. With b = bα , (4–1a), and n = 4, the quantities κord , κloc and
KA , Kb are computed as functions of d for −2.0 ≤ d ≤ +2.0 and shown in
Figure II–1. Also here we notice that KA resembles κord , while Kb resembles
κloc . A similar problem, but with a non-symmetric matrix, is treated in the
next Example.
Example II–2. For a non-symmetric matrix,
√ i.e., ε 6= 1, we have κord → ∞
for n or n − 1 values of d with |d| > 1/(2 ε). With b = bγ , (4–1c), ε = 0.5,
and n = 4, the quantities κord , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions
of d for −2.0 ≤ d ≤ +2.0 and shown in Figure II–2. Also here we notice
that KA resembles κord , while Kb resembles κloc .
Example II–3. With ε = 2.0 and n = 4 we have that κord → ∞ for four
values of d. For b = bγ , (4–1c), the quantities κord and U are computed as
functions of d for −2.0 ≤ d ≤ +2.0 and shown in Figure II–3. We notice
that U can become extremely small (≈ 10−15 ). Contrary to Example I–5 we
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Figure II–1: See Example II–1. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κloc (− − −);
right picture: KA (
), Kb (− − −).

Figure II–2: See Example II–2. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κloc (− − −);
right picture: KA (
), Kb (− − −).
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Figure II–3: See Example II–3. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
); right picture: U (
).

observe that U resembles κord when the calculations are carried out using
PROFIL and ILSS for interval value matrices.
Example II–4. With d = 0.45 and ε = 1.0 (a symmetric matrix) we
have, according to (4–7), that κord → 18.0 for n → ∞. For b = bβ , (4–
1b), the quantities κord , κloc and KA , Kb are computed as functions of n
for 2 ≤ n ≤ 60 and shown in Figure II–4. Also here we notice that KA
resembles κord , while Kb resembles κloc .
Example II–5. With d = 0.5, ε = 1.1 (a non-symmetric matrix), and
b = bβ , (4–1b), are the quantities κloc and Kb computed as functions of n
for 2 ≤ n ≤ 40 and shown in Figure II–5. Also here we notice that Kb
resembles κloc .
Example II–6. With d = 0.5, ε = 0.9 (a non-symmetric matrix), and
b = bβ , (4–1b), are the quantities κord and U computed as functions of n for
2 ≤ n ≤ 40 and shown in Figure II–6. Similar to Example II–3 we observe
that U is extremely small (≈ 10−15 ), and that U resembles κord .
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Figure II–4: See Example II–4. As functions of n are shown:
left picture: κord (∗ ∗ ∗), κloc (+ + +);
right picture: KA (× × ×), Kb (◦ ◦ ◦).

Figure II–5: See Example II–5. As functions of n are shown:
left picture: κloc (+ + +); right picture: Kb (◦ ◦ ◦).
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Figure II–6: See Example II–6. As functions of n are shown:
left picture: κord (∗ ∗ ∗); right picture: U (· · ·).

5.3

Experiments with matrix III

We use the same computer and the same program packages to treat the
system with the matrix (4–8) and the right-hand sides (4–1) in the same
way as was done in Section 5.2. The choice of the parameters used is guided
by the results of an investigation presented in Section 4.3.
Example III–1. With n = 5, ε = 0.5 (a non-symmetric matrix), and b =
bα , (4–1a), are the quantities κord , κloc and KA , Kb computed as functions
of d for −3.0 ≤ d ≤ +3.0 and shown in Figure III–1. Also here we notice
that KA resembles κord , while Kb resembles κloc .

6

Conclusions

When interval methods are applied to systems of linear algebraic equations
Ax = b we have found, by experimenting with three particularly suitable
systems:
• that the uncertainty of the interval solution, per se, is extremely small
for both the interval computation packages used, and it seems to
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Figure III–1: See Example III–1. As functions of d are shown:
left picture: κord (
), κloc (− − −);
right picture: KA (
), Kb (− − −).

have some relation to the local condition number of the system when
ACRITH–XSC is used and to have relation to the ordinary condition
number when PROFIL is used,

• that the sensitivity of the linear system, per se, can be determined
experimentally by interval methods, without using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and without performing “many” experiments,

• that the sensitivity with respect to A (for a certain perturbation)
depends on the ordinary condition number, while the sensitivity with
respect to b depends on the local condition number, and not on the
ordinary nor on the effective condition number, and

• that the singularity of the matrix A can be detected using interval
methods, without using SVD, by considering the sensitivity with respect to A.
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